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Abstract 
 
A conceptual design review was conducted on a proposed sub-scale re-entry flight 
experiment. Through some statistical analysis, it was found that a fleet of 8 to 17 of the non-
recoverable re-entry capsules would be required for there to be a 95% chance of the fleet 
successfully carrying out a re-entry mission. The proposed capsule designs make use of a 
non-recoverable design. As such, it should be possible to quickly develop a small fleet of 
them.  
 
The experiment design looks at replicating the heat loads experienced during the hypersonic 
re-entry into Earth‟s atmosphere after returning from an interplanetary mission. The re-entry 
velocity was taken to be 16 km/s. Analysis of the resultant heat loads during atmospheric 
entry at this speed dictated the aeroshell size. It was shown that the extremely high 
aerothermodynamic heating can be effectively managed through aeroshell geometry and 
material selection.  
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1 Introduction 
 
A space probe returning to Earth typically reaches super-orbital atmospheric re-entry 
velocities. The separated bow shock that is created by the blunt re-entry vehicle produces 
extreme heating loads on the spacecraft as it decelerates to subsonic speeds inside the 
atmosphere. A heat-shield, known as an aeroshell, houses the entry capsule to protect its 
payload from the harsh heating environment.  
 
 
1.1 Problem Outline 
 
When designing an aeroshell, the convective and radiative heating loads created during 
atmospheric entry must be carefully evaluated. In the past, several flight experiments have 
been designed to assess these heating loads though few have been successful. Examples of 
successful flight experiments include the Apollo 4, Apollo 6, and FIRE II, all of which date 
back to the 1960‟s. Historically, efforts to develop and qualify effective thermal protection 
system (TPS) technologies through flight testing have proven to be resource-intensive and 
unreliable, with mission failures usually attributed to single-points-of-failure. Owing to this, it 
is necessary to develop cost-effective and innovative “test like you fly” experiments with 
inbuilt redundancies.  
 
Using modern instrumentation, smaller space probes can now be designed. A flight 
experiment that uses a fleet of small-scale re-entry probes could potentially circumvent the 
issue of single-points-of-failure.    
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1.2 Project Objectives  
 
The aim of this project is to develop a conceptual design of a small-scale re-entry capsule and 
to then assess the feasibility of flying a fleet of these re-entry capsules as part of an 
experiment. If it is found that the experiment proposition is too impractical, the experiment 
can be redesigned if a way forward can be found or recommendations will be made for future 
consideration.  
 
As this project looks at a high-level review with a more abstract focus, the scope of this 
project will cover a series of analytical models that provide estimates for a preliminary design. 
The review will primarily consider, but will not be limited to, aerothermodynamic heating and 
reliability performance. At a low-level design review, other factors could be tested, such as 
vibrational and stress testing, and more exhaustive calculations, such as numerical 
simulations, could be performed.   
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2 Atmospheric Entry 
 
When a body is travelling at speeds greater than the local speed of sound, i.e. at Mach 
numbers greater than 1, the gas particles that flow around it will encounter zones where they 
experience sudden changes in their properties such as pressure, temperature, and density. 
These zones are known as shocks and come in three main forms: normal, oblique, and 
detached. 
  
A shock wave that is perpendicular to the moving body is called a normal shock whereas an 
oblique shock will occur at an inclination away from the moving body. It is caused by the 
free-stream flow being suddenly redirected by an angular body passing through it.  
 
When the supersonic body has a blunt leading edge, the free-stream gas particles begin to 
experience their sudden property changes further upstream in the flow as they are 
compressed, before they reach the blunt body‟s surface. The shock wave that ensues is called 
a bow or detached shock.       
 
Figure 1: Detached Shock Diagram (Gnoffo, 1999) 
 
Re-entry vehicles are typically blunt which enables them to effectively decelerate from 
hypersonic speeds, i.e. a Mach number generally greater than 5, to subsonic speeds, i.e. a 
Mach number lower than 1. In these cases, when gas molecules traverse the bow shock, the 
molecules behind the shock can possess energy high enough from the intermolecular 
collisions that chemical reactions, such as dissociation and ionisation, may occur (Gnoffo, 
1999).  
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When few collisions occur between the gas molecules, the flow is referred to as being frozen. 
The opposite limit, where many collisions occur, is called equilibrium flow. Non-equilibrium 
flow is the state in between frozen and equilibrium flow.  
 
 
2.1 Aerodynamic Heating  
 
For a re-entry capsule travelling through a gas medium at hypersonic speeds, the high-energy 
gas molecules that traverse the bow shock transfer some of their energy to the vehicle‟s 
surface in the form of heat. In order to protect the entry capsules from the harsh heating 
environment, a thermal protection system (TPS) is used. Most commonly used is an aeroshell 
which acts as a heat shield against the enormous heat flux that occurs. It usually encompasses 
the entire payload.  
 
Cooling of the TPS structure is usually achieved through re-radiation of the heat away from 
the surface of the structure. A supplementary cooling mechanism is known as ablation, 
whereby heated TPS material is removed from the structure itself, carrying some of the heat 
with it.     
 
These aeroshell structures can be extremely heavy, taking up a large fraction of the 
spacecraft‟s overall mass. The issue that arises here is that it is critical for aerospace structures 
to be lightweight. Simultaneously, it is also of the utmost importance that they perform 
effectively and do not compromise safety.    
 
 
2.1.1 Convection and Radiation 
 
Heat is transferred to the aeroshell during re-eentry primarily through convection and 
radiation. The highest heating loads are experienced at the stagnation point of the re-entry 
probe‟s heat shield which is usually located at the tip of the aeroshell‟s nose.  
 
The total heat load applied to the aeroshell‟s surface is the sum of the convective and radiative 
heat load contributions. That is: 
          (2.0) 
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At low re-entry velocities, such as for a low-Earth-orbit (LEO) or lunar return missions, the 
contribution by thermal convection is far greater than that of radiation. In these cases, it is 
usually reasonable to ignore the radiative heating component.  
 
The effects of thermal radiation, however, can no longer be ignored once the bow shock‟s 
temperature exceeds roughly 10,000 K (Anderson, 2006). Faster re-entry velocities and higher 
atmospheric densities see an increase in the shock-layer temperature, resulting in a higher 
contribution from thermal radiation to the overall heat load.  
 
The convective and radiative heating loads at the stagnation points are also correlated to the 
nose radius of the vehicle. Anderson (2006) describes the correlations generally as: 
  
 ( ̇ )       (2.1) 
 
( ̇ )     
 
√ 
 (2.2) 
 
From Equations (2.1) and (2.2), it can be seen that increasing the nose radius will increase the 
radiative heat load whereas decreasing the nose radius will increase the convective heat load. 
This adds a layer of complexity to the aeroshell‟s design as the leading edge nose radius can 
determine the proportions of convective and radiative heating that will be experienced.  
 
The heat loads distributed over the TPS surface also vary. Distribution is based on a number 
of factors such as overall geometry and flight conditions. Analytical correlations do exist that 
can produce rough estimates of the heat flux distributed over the re-entry vehicle‟s surface 
based on the stagnation point heat load.    
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3 Prior Art 
 
For TPS material qualification, rigorous testing must be conducted to ensure the material is 
able to survive and perform effectively under the extremely harsh conditions of atmospheric 
entry. Different techniques are used to measure different performance parameters, with 
varying benefits and drawbacks. The most common methods of analysis are ground-based 
testing, numerical simulations, and flight testing.    
 
 
3.1 Testing Methods 
 
Ground-Based Testing 
Ground-based testing facilities are a cost-effective and reliable way to recreate and analyse 
certain aspects of an atmospheric entry in a controlled environment. One example of a ground 
testing facility is NASA‟s Ames Arc Jet Complex.  
 
 
Figure 2: Thermal Testing (NASA/Ames, 2008) 
 
Through ground-based testing, sub-scale vehicle analogues can be tested under specific 
conditions, with the intention of replicating specific flight parameters. Data acquisition is 
usually accurate and precise, with high repeatability. The cost of developing test models is 
also relatively low; however, the maintenance and capital costs of the facility can be high due 
the complexity and state-of-the-art nature of the technology.  
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Figure 3: Interaction Heating Facility Arc Jet (NASA, 2014) 
Perhaps the most prominent drawback of ground-based testing is that not all aspects of a 
planetary entry can be replicated simultaneously. This can lead to scaling issues between sub-
scale ground tests and full-scale flight vehicles.    
 
Numerical Simulations 
Computational tools have made significant leaps and bounds in recent decades. 
Computational fluid dynamics software is quite sophisticated today and is able to produce 
extremely accurate results without consuming many physical resources.   
 
 
Figure 4: Simulation of an Orion Multi-Purpose Crew Vehicle (Saunders, 2012) 
 
However, while there have been advances in the sophistication of numerical models, there 
still remains a substantial amount of uncertainty associated with the results. The accuracy of a 
simulation can be heavily dependent on the boundary conditions set by the programmer. 
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These conditions are usually derived from experimental databases. Owing to this, the 
uncertainty associated with simulations can be as great as 100% in some cases (Gnoffo, 1999).  
 
One example of this can be demonstrated through the Goulard number. The Goulard number 
is calculated using Equation (3.0).  
 
   
  ̇ 
 
     
 
 (3.0) 
 
As a rule-of-thumb, if the Goulard number is calculated to be greater than 0.1, the radiative 
heating needs to be modelled as being coupled to the flow (Capra, 2006). It may be unknown 
whether or not this condition needs to be accounted for and included in a particular simulation 
until after the simulation has been conducted.  
 
There is also a need for significant computing resources such as processing power. Large and 
detailed simulations can take multiple days to run and may require several thousand cores 
working simultaneously.   
 
Flight Tests 
Flight tests can be viewed as the golden standard for empirical data. They are able to replicate 
an atmospheric entry and obtain crucial flight data. Historically, however, flight tests have 
been known to fail quite often. Many of these failed tests can be attributed to single-points-of-
failure whereby the entire mission‟s success is jeopardised by a single event.  
 
 
3.2 Past Flight Experiments 
 
Apollo Program 
The Apollo Program took place during the 1960‟s and saw several successful flight tests 
which were all carried out to acquire data on the heating loads experienced during a lunar re-
entry. Four successful flight tests were conducted between 1966 and 1968, namely the 
Apollo-Saturn 201, Apollo-Saturn 202, Apollo 4, and Apollo 6. The AS-201 and AS-202 
vehicles re-entered the atmosphere at orbital velocities while the Apollo 4 and 6 were able to 
achieve super-orbital velocities by using a kick-stage (Wright, Milos, & Tran, 2006). The 
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super-orbital velocities achieved by the Apollo 4 and Apollo 6 more closely resembled an 
atmospheric re-entry from a lunar return. 
     
The unmanned capsules‟ geometries were based on the design of the return capsule that 
would bring the astronauts safely back to Earth. The truncated-sphere designs allowed for a 
large blunt-body heat shield to protect the valuable payload from the extreme heat loads 
during re-entry.  
 
The experiments were successful, with the data from each being in agreement. According to 
Wright, Milos, and Tran (2006), the results of these four flight experiments serve as the best 
flight entry database to date.  
 
FIRE I and II 
Project FIRE (Flight Investigation of Re-entry Environment) formed part of the 
aforementioned Apollo Program. Two dedicated flight experiments were launched, FIRE I 
and FIRE II, during the early 60‟s. The objective of Project FIRE was to develop our 
understanding of the heating that occurs during a lunar return into Earth‟s atmosphere 
(Wright, Milos, & Tran, 2006). The FIRE capsules re-entered Earth‟s atmosphere at 11.3 
km/s, akin to a lunar return.  
 
The two re-entry capsules also utilised the truncated-sphere design of the other Apollo 
experiments. The FIRE I capsule experienced large angle-of-attack, α, oscillations during its 
re-entry trajectory which rendered any data it obtained difficult to interpret (Wright, Milos, & 
Tran, 2006).  
 
FIRE II had three different heat shields over its fore-body as the temperature over that region 
was expected to exceed the limit of the Beryllium TPS. Each heat shield was heavily 
instrumented with calorimeters, radiometers, and pressure sensors. Several instruments were 
also mounted throughout the after-body as this was also an important part of the 
aerothermodynamic heating analysis. A schematic of the FIRE II capsule is shown in Figure 
5, depicting its geometry and the layout of its instrumentation.  
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Figure 5: FIRE II Geometry and Instrumentation (Slocumb, 1966, as cited in Wright, Milos, & Tran, 2006) 
While the FIRE I failed to acquire useful data, the FIRE II was extremely successful and its 
results can still be used as a benchmark for numerical models to this day. The results of the 
FIRE I experiment also demonstrate the single-points-of-failure limitations that have 
historically posed a high risk to flight experiments.  
 
Galileo Atmospheric-Entry Probe 
The Galileo Entry Probe is described as having experienced an atmospheric entry 
environment harsher than those encountered by any other probe to date (Givens et al., 1983, 
as cited in Gnoffo,1999). It entered the Jovian atmosphere at approximately 47 km/s. Figure 6 
shows the layout of the Galileo Probe.  
 
 
Figure 6: Galileo Probe Cross Section (Wercinski et al., 2005) 
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The TPS took up approximately half of the overall mass of the probe. The mass fraction was 
overly conservative due to an overestimation of the stagnation point heating rate. The heating 
distribution over the shoulder sections of the TPS was, conversely, underestimated which 
resulted in larger than expected ablation across the rest of the aeroshell.  
 
It was noted by Wercinski et al. (2005) that the numerical simulation codes need to be 
modernised with better physics and coupling of heating modes, paying particular attention to 
the effects of radiation and turbulence. Modelling tools for the after-body heating distributions 
are also required to improve future TPS design (Wercinski et al., 2005).  
 
Hayabusa Sample Return Capsule (SRC) 
The Hayabusa was an asteroid exploration mission, designed to obtain samples from the 
asteroid Itokawa and it returned to Earth over the Woomera Prohibited Area in South 
Australia in 2010. The return of the capsule was seen as a rare opportunity to collect 
aerothermal data for super-orbital velocities. NASA‟s DC-8 airborne laboratory and several 
teams of international researchers were sent to Australia to observe the destructive re-entry of 
the spacecraft. Spectroscopic and radiometric imaging instruments acquired images and 
spectra of the re-entry capsule.  
 
Remote observation with optical instrumentation can be used as a complementary approach to 
instrumented vehicles (Grinstead, Jenniskens, Cassell, & Albers, 2011). While the error 
associated with remote observation is larger than direct instrumentation, it is worth noting the 
types of data the scientific community is interested in.  
 
SPRITE Capsule 
Recent efforts have been made to develop cost-effective, small-scale flight experiments. One 
ground testing model is the SPRITE (Small Probe Re-entry Investigation for TPS 
Engineering) capsule. This project was designed to be a proof-of-concept of small re-entry 
capsules. 
 
One of the primary benefits of the SPRITE capsule is that it can be used in ground testing 
facilities as well as flight experiments without needing to be scaled between the tests. Recent 
experiments showed that it is small enough for use in ground facilities such as the 20 MW 
Aerodynamic Heating Facility and the 60 MW Interaction Heating Facility at the NASA 
Ames Research Center (Empey et al., 2011).     
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Figure 7: SPRITE Instrumentation Concept (Howard, Cassell, & Venkatapathy, N.D.) 
 
 
Figure 8: SPRITE Concept (Empey et al., 2011) 
 
There is motivation within the scientific community to utilise small re-entry probes as a 
mission that utilises a statistically significant number of these inexpensive entry capsules 
could significantly reduce the risks associated with the larger and more costly flight test 
experiments (Empey et al., 2011). The SPRITE project demonstrates the considerations that 
must be made when developing a fleet experiment. It also outlines the instrumentation 
capabilities of small-scale re-entry probes.    
 
REBR 
The Re-entry Breakup Recorder (REBR) is a small sphere-cone atmospheric entry capsule. 
REBR was designed to obtain re-entry data that would help describe the behaviour of space 
debris re-entering Earth‟s atmosphere. Four different REBR capsules saw service, flying up to 
the International Space Station and then returning. Only three of the missions were successful, 
with the second capsule failing to obtain useable data (Sidor & Braun, 2014).    
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RED-Data2 
Based on the design of the REBR, the Re-entry Data Collection (RED-Data2) probe is a 
small-scale planetary entry flight experiment developed by Terminal Velocity Aerospace. A 
fleet of three capsules was successfully launched in April of 2017 from Cape Canaveral to the 
International Space Station. This mission looked to obtain re-entry breakup data that would 
allow for improved predictions of behaviour of debris falling from Earth orbits.   
 
Figure 9: RED-Data2 Re-entry Devices (Source: Terminal Velocity Aerospace, 2017) 
 
RED-Data2 was designed from the inside out with the on-board electronics being assembled 
first. Figure 10 shows the layout and dimensions of the data acquisition system.  
 
 
Figure 10: RED-Data2 Payload Schematic (Sidor & Braun, 2014) 
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During its initial design, several different capsule geometries were considered. These included 
a sphere, a 45° sphere-cone, and a 12.5° sphere-cone. Preliminary performance estimates were 
also compared to the REBR capsule.   
 
Table 1: Design Parameters for Different Capsule Shapes (Sidor & Braun, 2014) 
 
 
Table 1 depicts the estimated design parameters for different capsule shapes as built around 
the electronics system. The spherical design was discarded because of its relatively high mass 
and other performance concerns such as its high ballistic coefficient. The 12.5° sphere-cone 
design was also rejected for similar reasons (Sidor & Braun, 2014). This left the 45° sphere-
cone as the most suitable candidate for the given mission.   
 
Figure 11: Dimensions of the RED-Data2 Capsule (Source: Sidor & Braun, 2014) 
 
During the design phase, it was determined that the radiative heating component would be 
negligible due to the small nose radius and low estimated re-entry velocity of 7.5-7.75 km/s 
(Sidor & Braun, 2014). This shows that the re-entry velocities were not high enough for the 
radiative heating to be significant and thus would not acquire data pertaining to the radiative 
heating loads, further backed by the fact that RED-Data2 was not instrumented with 
radiometers. A small re-entry capsule similar in size to the RED-Data2 can be designed to 
include instrumentation to record the heat load component caused by radiation.    
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QARMAN 
CubeSats are small and inexpensive satellites that fit within a 10×10×10 cm cube. The 
QARMAN (QubeSat for Aerothermodynamic Research and Measurements on Ablation) is a 
type of 3U (3 units) CubeSat specifically designed for the acquisition of data that describes 
TPS ablation during atmospheric re-entry. Developed at the von Karman Institute for Fluid 
Dynamics, it utilises a cork TPS to protect the payload during re-entry.  
 
 
Figure 12: Deployed QARMAN – front view (von Karman Institute for Fluid Dynamics, n.d.) 
 
MIRKA2 
The Micro Return Capsule 2 (MIRKA2) is a sub-scale re-entry experiment that serves as a 
precursor to future atmospheric entry CubeSat experiments. Its geometry matches that of the 
REBR and RED-Data2‟s 45° sphere-cone design but at a much smaller scale. While the 
REBR and RED-Data2 weighed approximately 4.4 and 1.65 kg, respectively, the MIRKA2 
weighs only 0.45 kg (Ehresmann et al., 2015). The capsule‟s nominal nose radius measures 
25 mm and the entire structure can fit within a 10 cm cube, qualifying it for CubeSat 
missions. Its instrumentation includes several thermocouples, pressure sensors, and a single 
radiometer.  
 
Figure 13: MIRKA2 Dimensions (Ehresmann et al., 2015) 
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CubeSat Application for Planetary Entry (CAPE) Missions 
The market for nano-satellite technology continues to grow annually, with joint efforts from 
institutions across the world looking to put small satellites into space and with more nano-
satellites being launched each year. With so much interest from the scientific community, 
more and more funding is going into the development and commercialisation of small-
payload launch technology. A common approach is ridesharing, which shows that sending 
large fleets of small spacecraft into space is becoming a far simpler task. CubeSats are paving 
the way for research into the miniaturisation of payloads, with projects looking to develop 
smaller electronic systems for space applications.   
 
The objective of the CAPE project is to enable atmospheric entry experiments to be carried 
out using CubeSats. The MIRKA2 served as a proof-of-concept. It was housed in a Service 
and Deorbit Module (SDM).    
 
  
3.3 Research Priorities 
 
Flight experiments are highly sought after because they produce a database that can be 
utilised by numerical simulation tools. Numerical simulations are sometimes conducted using 
frozen and equilibrium flow to ascertain the two extreme cases. The non-equilibrium flow 
case can be interpolated from these results; however, this remains one of the main causes of 
the large uncertainties associated with numerical re-entry models as the results depend on the 
implemented boundary conditions. Currently, there is little flight data available that describes 
non-equilibrium radiation and it is therefore highly sought after (Gnoffo, 1999).   
 
Other points of interest include: 
 Modelling non-equilibrium flow 
 Determining vehicle stability 
 Modelling heating distribution around aeroshell payload 
 Modelling coupled analysis 
 Reducing numerical simulation uncertainty 
 Modelling of TPS ablation and shape change 
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While all components of re-entry spacecraft are important, the TPS is perhaps one of the most 
critical components of the structure. If the TPS fails, the entire structure is destroyed and the 
mission would result in catastrophic failure.  
 
It is of the utmost importance to not only develop heat shields that work, but ones that are 
efficient. Past TPS designs have been found to be overly conservative, resulting in TPS mass 
fractions that are excessively high. Future space activities will likely see more intense heat 
loads being observed during planetary entry. Figure 14 shows the correlation between heat 
load and TPS fraction and the estimated potential reductions in the latter that could be 
achieved with further development of the technology.  
 
 
Figure 14: TPS Mass Fraction vs Total Heat Load (Laub & Venkatapathy, 2006) 
 
With a larger pool of data for a more diverse range of flight conditions, more accurate 
predictions of the atmospheric entry environments could be made. The acquisition of this re-
entry data would allow for more effective TPS design and would lead to lower take-off mass, 
larger payloads, cheaper launches, and faster re-entry velocities.  
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4 Experiment Description 
 
This proposed experiment is interested in acquiring data that describe the radiative and 
convective heat loads experienced by a re-entry vehicle at high re-entry velocities (akin to 
those of interplanetary return missions).  
 
 
4.1 Data Acquisition System 
 
4.1.1 Electronic System 
 
The basic internal electronic components were selected to be a central processing unit (CPU), 
telemetry system, and power source. These three components form a basic system of 
electronics and are each available as commercial off-the-shelf components for CubeSats. The 
simplicity of the selection allows the data to be obtained and relayed to an external system 
where it can then be stored.  
 
The telemetry system is required as, with a potentially large fleet, recovery of each capsule 
after re-entry would be a resource-intensive endeavour. For this reason, the re-entry capsules 
in described here are intended to be non-recoverable. As such, the experimental data obtained 
by the capsules would have to be transmitted to an external system for storage via telemetry.  
 
This process of data transmission poses a problem as the temperature of the air surrounding 
the capsule during re-entry becomes so high that the gas particles around it begin to ionise. 
The bow of the capsule then becomes surrounded by ionised gas which blocks 
communication between the capsule and ground base. This phenomenon is known as re-entry 
blackout. To circumvent this issue, it may be possible to have the receiving end of the 
telemetric system located in the direction of the capsule‟s wake. Potential methods to achieve 
this include the use of LEO satellites or possibly even a high altitude balloon. This would be a 
very cheap and simple means to ensure the data is transferred successfully. Alternatively, the 
sub-scale re-entry capsules would have to be designed to be able to survive the black-out 
window and transmit the acquired data.  
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4.1.2 Instrumentation 
 
The objective of the proposed experiment is to obtain data that describe the radiative and 
convective heat loads acting on an aeroshell during re-entry. The convective heating 
contribution cannot be directly measured with sensors and therefore some data analysis must 
be performed to obtain a convective heat load estimate. To do this, the total heat flux acting 
on the aeroshell must first be obtained. A simple approach to doing this is to obtain 
temperature measurements at the surface and at different depths throughout the aeroshell.  
 
As mentioned in section 2, the two methods through which heat is transferred to the aeroshell 
are convection and radiation. From this, the convective heat load can also be estimated by 
subtracting the radiative heat load from the total heat load if both are known.  
 
Sensor Selection 
In order to measure the convective and radiative heat loads, specialised instrumentation is 
required. As the convective heat load cannot be directly measured, the total heat load and the 
radiative heat load must be measured independently. Using this information, the convective 
contribution to the total heat load can be determined.  
 
Thermocouples 
High-temperature thermocouples are small and relatively cheap instruments that measure 
temperature gradients. Thermocouples consist of two wires made of different metals and 
connected at their ends. As the temperature at one junction increases, a voltage difference can 
be observed across the two wires. This phenomenon is known as the Seebeck effect 
(Britannica, n.d.). Measurement of this voltage allows a temperature difference to be 
estimated.  
 
As thermocouples consist primarily of metallic wires, they can be embedded within the 
aeroshell to measure the temperature at the surface and even at different depths within the 
aeroshell. Having obtained these temperature readings, the total heat flux can be estimated, 
albeit with some inaccuracy. There exist several correlations that describe the net heat flux 
based on temperature readings. An example calculation is the semi-infinite 1D heat transfer 
approximation, described by Equation (4.0). 
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Another analytical solution can be obtained using the calorimeter model. This model assumes 
that there are no heat losses and that the heat flux is constant over the body‟s surface area. 
Equation (4.1) shows the general calorimeter model.  
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Note that the two aforementioned analytical models rely on several simplifying assumptions 
and therefore may not necessarily provide accurate heat flux estimates. In contrast, the use of 
calorimeter sensors as opposed to thermocouples may provide more accurate and precise 
readings for the aeroshell‟s total heat load.  
 
Slug Calorimeters 
The net heat flux can be more accurately measured if the aeroshell is instrumented with slug 
calorimeters. Slug calorimeters work by measuring the heating rate of a slug of material that 
is exposed to a heat flux (Hightower, Olivares, & Philippidis, 2008). These devices are 
designed with correction factors and are calibrated to ensure accurate measurements.    
 
Infrared Spectrometer 
Unlike the case of convective heating, the contribution to the total heat flux by thermal 
radiation can be measured directly with an infrared spectrometer. Spectrometers for CubeSat 
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applications are commercially available; however, these devices serve general spectroscopy 
purposes which are beyond the scope of this project. This adds unnecessary costs and 
complexity. As such, an alternative radiative heat load sensor can be used instead.   
 
Figure 15: Argus 1000 Infrared Spectrometer (CubeSatShop, n.d.) 
 
Radiometer 
An alternative to the infrared spectrometer is the radiometer. This device also measures 
thermal radiation directly. A prototypical radiometer was developed by Hadas Porat (2015) to 
measure the radiative heat transfer to sub-scale tests of simulated Mars and Titan atmospheres 
in expansion tubes (Porat, 2015). The radiometers were developed using carbon nanotubes, 
which allowed the resultant designs to be smaller than their modern counterparts.   
 
 
Figure 16: CNT Radiation Gauges developed by Porat (Porat, 2015) 
 
Owing to their small size, many of these CNT radiation gauges can be instrumented all over a 
sub-scale re-entry capsule to capture radiative heat loads at different points along the 
aeroshell.  
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Sensor Layout 
An interesting layout would be to alternate between slug calorimeters and CNT-rad sensors 
along the front of the return capsule. At the stagnation point, it would be best to house a CNT-
rad sensor behind a transparent material. CNT-rad sensors and calorimeters could also be 
instrumented over the after-body of the aeroshell, allowing the after-body heating rates to be 
measured as well.  
 
4.2 Flight Parameters 
 
With scientific curiosity as the driving force for these experiments, the flight parameters need 
to be designed around specific engineering problems. The flight parameters for the proposed 
experiment look to replicate those of the FIRE II‟s peak heating but with a much higher 
velocity.   
 
4.2.1 Trajectory 
 
There is great interest in the prospect of future interplanetary manned missions. Figure 17 
depicts two known trajectories that could be utilised for Earth-Mars missions, the conjunction 
class and opposition class (Mattfeld et al., 2014).  
 
 
Figure 17: Conjunction Class (left) and Opposition Class (right) Trajectory (Mattfeld et al., 2014) 
 
Evaluation of the two hypothetical trajectories shows that an opposition class mission would 
allow for shorter travel times, effectively reducing the risks associated with prolonged space 
travel, but would also result in a faster Earth entry velocity of 13 km/s (Mattfeld et al., 2014). 
A comparison of the two mission trajectories is given in Table 2.  
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Table 2: Mars Mission Capability Metrics (Mattfeld et al., 2014) 
 
 
A study by Cornette and Sullivan (1971) analysed a prospective interplanetary mission that 
would result in a return velocity of 14.3 km/s. A Mars direct return mission also has the 
potential for higher re-entry velocities of the order of 15-16 km/s (Robinson, Wurster, & 
Mills, 2009). At these re-entry velocities, the radiative heating load can no longer be ignored. 
This is especially true for larger manned return vehicles as the nose radius of such return 
capsules will have a relatively larger nose radius, resulting in an elevated radiative heating 
load. These re-entry velocities could be used to set design parameters for the fleet-based re-
entry experiment.  
   
Ballistic Trajectory 
As performed in the FIRE II flight experiment, a ballistic trajectory can be used in the 
acceleration of the flight experiment payload to the desired flight conditions. To do this, a 
multi-stage rocket would need to be employed to accelerate the payload.  
 
To determine the number of stages required for a rocket launch, the staging mass ratio is used 
and is described by Equation (4.2).  
    
 
        
 (4.2) 
       
                               
                  
 
A structural coefficient of 0.1 is a suitable estimate for a staging rocket. The Λn term is 
calculated using Equation (4.3).  
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The specific impulse (Isp) of a fuel-oxidiser combination is essentially a measure of its 
performance. A higher specific impulse means that a rocket has a higher ratio of thrust to 
propellant mass flow rate. Specific impulse has units of seconds.   
 
For multi-stage rockets with k stages, the total mass ratio, Γtotal, is calculated from Equation 
(4.4).  
 
                   (4.4) 
 
Using this value, the maximum mass payload fraction is given by Equation (4.5).  
        
  
  
 (4.5) 
       
                      
               
 
Rearranging Equation (4.5), the maximum mass of the payload as a fraction of the initial 
rocket mass is given as: 
    
 
      
    (4.6) 
 
Flight velocities ranging from 13 to 16 km/s were selected for the experiments. Using the 
upper limit of 16 km/s, a conservative estimate of the number of required stages can be 
produced.  
Assuming each rocket stage is essentially identical, the ΔV term is equal for each stage. This 
means that for a 2-stage rocket: 
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Following this procedure, the results for a 16 km/s flight are tabulated. By using a nominal 
flight velocity of 16 km/s, a conservative estimate can be obtained.  
Table 3: Multi-stage Rocket Velocity Increments for 16 km/s Flight 
NUMBER OF 
STAGES 
ΔV FOR EACH 
STAGE (km/s) 
1 16 
2 8 
3 5.33 
4 4 
5 3.2 
  
Several parameters need to be established. A hydrogen-oxygen fuel-oxidiser combination has 
a specific impulse of approximately 450 seconds under ideal conditions (vacuum with optimal 
expansion). The gravity constant, g0, is taken to be 9.81 m/s
2
. A typical rocket stage will have 
a structural coefficient, Πs, of approximately 0.1 and it can be assumed that this value is 
invariant between rocket stages for the purpose of this study. 
Table 4: Assumed Rocket Parameters 
PARAMETER VALUE 
Isp 450 seconds 
g0 9.81 m/s
2
 
Πs 0.1 
 
Now, using equation (4.3), the Λn term can be calculated. Following this, the Γn term can be 
determined as well for each case.  
 
Table 5: Payload Mass Fraction for Varying Multi-Stage Rockets 
NUMBER OF 
STAGES 
Λn Γn Γtotal PAYLOAD MASS FRACTION 
1 3.62 -13.66 - - 
2 1.81 15.71 246.81 0.41% 
3 1.21 5.045 128.41 0.78% 
4 0.906 3.29 117.16 0.86% 
5 0.7204 2.59 115.86 0.86% 
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This information is confirmed by the Tsiolkovsky equation (modified to show the optimal 
number of rocket stages for a given flight and using typical rocket characteristics).  
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The exhaust velocity can be calculated from the specific impulse through Equation (4.8):  
 
          (4.8) 
 
                 
          
 
It is therefore possible, in theory, to obtain the desired flight velocity of 16 km/s using a 2-
stage rocket, however, the optimal number of stages for the rocket is 4. Despite this, the added 
complexity (and expenses) associated with deployment of a 4-stage rocket are too high to be 
considered feasible. Additionally, the payload of this experiment is expected to be particularly 
low when compared against other typical rocket launches, adding to the feasibility of using a 
2-stage launcher.  
 
With a lower and more realistic specific impulse estimate of 300 seconds, the 16 km/s launch 
can only be achieved with a 3-stage launcher. With the lower specific impulse assumption, it 
is still possible to reach a flight velocity of 13 km/s and therefore should not be ruled out as 
an option.  
 
The analytical model used to determining the feasibility of using a multi-stage rocket also 
ignores drag, gravity, and steer losses. This further demonstrates that attempting to achieve a 
flight velocity of 16 km/s with a multi-stage rocket is not a feasible approach. Future work 
may require a lower flight velocity such as the 13 km/s that would replicate an opposition 
class Mars return trajectory.    
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Orbital Trajectory 
An atmospheric re-entry from an orbital trajectory would require an exhaustive simulation to 
accurately model it in its entirety. The motivation behind this design choice being that a 
launcher that is set to deliver the fleet of sub-scale test beds can also carry other spacecraft to 
an orbital trajectory. This allows for piggybacking, which could reduce overall launch costs. 
The increase in nano-satellites has prompted a rise in the commercial availability of 
corresponding launch services.  
 
The velocity of a satellite in a circular orbit around Earth is given by Equation (4.9). The 
standard gravitational parameter, μ, varies between planets.  
   √
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A satellite parked in LEO typically has a velocity of 7-8 km/s. At this orbital velocity, an 
atmospheric re-entry brought about by orbital decay would not achieve the desired 13-16 
km/s. As such, a kick-stage would be required to propel the spacecraft through the 
atmosphere, similar to the cases of the Apollo 4 and Apollo 6. This scenario adds new layers 
of complexity to the experiment‟s design and a detailed investigation, beyond the scope of 
this project, would be required.   
 
Examples of commercial launchers include the Falcon 9 and the Electron Rocket.  
 
Figure 18: Electron Launch Vehicle (Rocket Lab, 2016) 
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The Electron Rocket is designed specifically for sending small satellites into geosynchronous 
or sun-synchronous orbits. Although still early in its development, the small 2-stage rocket 
will offer dedicated and ride-share launches.  
 
This rocket is ideal for the proposed orbital trajectory in that it presents a low-cost and 
commercially viable solution to sending the sub-scale capsule payloads into space. Akin to 
the Apollo 4 mission, once in orbit, the capsules would require a kick-stage to achieve the 
super-orbital velocities that replicate an interplanetary return mission.  
 
 
4.3 Aeroshell 
 
Many factors had to be considered when proposing a design for the TPS of the sub-scale re-
entry capsules. This section describes several analytical approaches used to determine 
whether it is feasible to develop an aeroshell for a sub-scale re-entry capsule for the proposed 
experiment.  
 
 
4.3.1 Aerothermodynamic Heating 
 
The stagnation point on the bow of the aeroshell sees the highest heat flux. For the purposes 
of this conceptual design review, the aeroshell‟s design will consider only the stagnation point 
heat flux as this will yield the most conservative design. 
  
There exist several analytical models that estimate the convective heat loads experienced at 
the stagnation point during re-entry. These models can be used to calculate approximate 
convective heat loads at the stagnation point. The following equations give stagnation point 
heat flux estimates in units of W/cm
2
 when the nose radius is in units of metres:   
 
Sutton-Graves approximation: 
  ̇               
  √
  
  
   (4.10) 
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Tauber, Menees, and Adelman approximation: 
  ̇             
  √
  
  
  (  
  
  
) (4.11) 
 
Generalised Chapman equation: 
  ̇             
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For the cases of the latter two models: 
    ∫       
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Evidently, as the spacecraft‟s velocity increases, so does the free-stream enthalpy term. The 
hot wall correlation assumes that: 
             
  
  
   
Therefore, in the cases of hypersonic re-entries, such as those being considered here, it can be 
reasonably assumed that the hot wall correlation holds. For these cases, Equations (4.11), 
(4.12), and (4.13) all yield similar approximations.  
 
The radiative heat load can be approximated using the Tauber-Sutton Correlation: 
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The Tauber-Sutton Correlation is only valid for nominal nose radius values between 0.3–3.0 
m and flight velocities between 9–16 km/s.    
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Figure 19 shows the analytical convective (blue, red, and green) and radiative (teal) heat loads 
for varying velocity (left) and varying nose radius (right). The three different stagnation point 
convective flux estimates are all very similar.  
 
 
Figure 19: Stagnation Point Heating Correlations vs Velocity (left) and Nose Radius (right) 
 
Note that the nominal nose radius of a re-entry vehicle may not necessarily be the effective 
nose radius as certain geometries may require a correction factor. For complex nose 
geometries, correction factors exist which were obtained through experimentation. The 
nominal nose radius for sphere, truncated sphere, and sphere-cone layouts are equal to the 
effective nose radius. Evidently, decreasing the nominal nose radius results in a dominating 
convective heat load. Considering this, a design with a relatively large nose radius was 
preferred.  
 
The total heat flux acting at the stagnation point is given as the sum of the convection and 
radiation, as shown in Equation (4.15).  
 
  ̇      ̇       ̇      (4.15) 
 
For the outlined flight parameters measured at the peak heating stage during the FIRE II 
experiment, which occurred 1645 seconds from launch (Capra, 2006), an overall heat flux 
can be estimated using the aforementioned analytical correlations. A simple algorithm was 
created using Python to fast-track the process.  
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Table 6: Peak Heating Conditions of the FIRE II 
Flight Parameters from FIRE II 
Velocity 11.1 km/s 
RN 0.935 m 
Free-stream 
density 
3e-4 kg/m
3
 
Increasing the velocity to 16 km/s allows the stagnation point heating of the proposed sub-
scale experiment to be calculated using known FIRE II flight parameters.    
 
Table 7: Heating Estimates for FIRE II at Different Velocities 
 FIRE II Peak Heating Estimate 
V = 11.1 km/s 
 ̇  (    
 ) 426.626 
 ̇ (    
 ) 391.741 
 ̇     (    
 ) 818.367 
V = 16.0 km/s 
 ̇  (    
 ) 1,277.728 
 ̇ (    
 ) 4,804.822 
 ̇     (    
 ) 6,082.549 
 
The selected flight parameters are somewhat arbitrary. A more detailed analysis of a 
trajectory should be conducted to produce more valid flight parameters but for the purposes of 
this study, the FIRE II peak heating conditions were assumed to be sufficient.  
 
Electronics Geometry 
A failure database for past CubeSat missions was put together to develop a general CubeSat 
reliability model (Kaminskiy, 2015). It was found by that the lighter 1U CubeSats had a 
tendency to be more reliable than their heavier 2U and 3U counterparts. While seemingly 
counterintuitive, this phenomenon can be attributed to the fact that lighter CubeSats tend to 
have fewer parts and lower design complexity. They are therefore less prone to system failure 
brought on by the failure of individual components.  
 
Considering this, a 10×10×10 cm space was allocated to electronic components, derivative of 
typical 1U CubeSat geometry. This allows for commercial off-the-shelf CubeSat components 
to be used as the electronics bed of the system.  
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By allocating sufficient room for a complete 1U CubeSat system, a spherical aeroshell can be 
designed around the 1U structure. Note that this should allow future redesigning of the DAS 
layout (including the addition of a support structure or chassis) to take place without requiring 
a complete overhaul of the aeroshell geometry. Using Computer Automated Design (CAD) 
modelling software Creo Parametric, it was determined that a 1U CubeSat could be 
completely housed within an 8.7 cm radius sphere. This design was preferred over the popular 
45° sphere-cone geometry as a sphere results in a much larger nose radius, effectively 
increasing the radiative heat load such that it can be more easily measured.    
 
Figure 20: Preliminary Geometry 
Units are in cm 
 
Proceeding with this conservative geometry, the nominal nose radius of 8.7 mm could be used 
to obtain a preliminary estimate of the convective and radiative stagnation point heating loads.  
 
Binary Scaling  
The real gas effects of the flow encountered by a hypersonic vehicle must be appropriately 
reproduced between scaled models (Capra, 2006). In order to maintain flow-field conditions 
between scaled aerospace flight experiments, a technique is commonly used called binary or 
„ρL‟ scaling. This technique is used when the flight velocity is conserved but the size scale 
between experiments is not. The length scale is given by Equation (4.16).  
 
    
                                       
                                            
 (4.16) 
  
The stagnation point convective heating rate of a small-scale capsule is proportional to that of 
a flight vehicle through the following equation: 
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The radiative heating rate is assumed to be invariant between scaled models when binary 
scaling is applied (Capra, 2006). That is: 
 
 (( ̇ )    )      
(( ̇ )    )       (4.18) 
    
 
Note that, from the binary scaling correlations, as the nose radius decreases, the convective 
heat load increases while the radiative heat load decreases.  
 
These techniques can be used for determining the flight parameters of the fleet. Conservation 
of flow-field conditions through binary scaling can be seen through analysis of the Reynolds 
number, given by Equation 4.19: 
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If the length parameter, L, is adjusted while the free-stream velocity and viscosity assumedly 
remain constant, then the free-stream density, ρ, must also be inversely adjusted 
proportionally such that the Reynolds number also remains constant.  
 
In this case, the flow-field conditions of the hypothetical 16 km/s FIRE II experiment are to 
be conserved between scaled models. Binary scaling requires that the product of the length 
unit (in this case, the nose radius), L, and free-stream density, ρ, remain constant between 
scaled models. In the case of the FIRE II experiment, the binary scale product is given as: 
                                      
The length scale ratio was calculated using Equation (4.16): 
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The total heat flux can then be estimated using the Binary Scaling Equations (4.17) and 
(4.18). Table 8 shows the results.  
 
Table 8: Heat Estimates Using Binary Scaling 
 Sub-Scale Capsule (RN = 8.7 mm) Peak 
Heating Estimate 
V = 16 km/s 
 ̇  (    
 ) 13,731.742 
 ̇ (    
 ) 4,804.822 
 ̇     (    
 ) 18,536.564 
 
Using the „ρL‟ product, the required free-stream density can also be determined: 
              
  
          
     
               
This free-stream density corresponds to an altitude of approximately 42,600 m. At this 
altitude, flow conditions can be maintained between the hypothetical scaled models.  
 
Aeroshell Heating 
The next step in the TPS design was to select an appropriate aeroshell thickness and material. 
Highlighting simplicity, consideration of a single-material aeroshell was assumed to be 
sufficient for this conceptual design review. 
 
An object radiates heat away from its body at a rate given by the Stefan-Boltzmann Equation: 
 
  ̇       
  (4.20) 
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An object with an emissivity of 1 is referred to as a black-body. The Stefan-Boltzmann 
Equation shows that as an object‟s temperature increases, so does the rate at which it emits 
thermal radiation. 
  
By assuming that the aeroshell‟s only cooling mechanism is re-radiation (ignoring other 
effects like surface ablation) and that the heat load applied to the aeroshell is constant, the 
maximum surface temperature can be estimated by performing an energy balance of the 
applied heating load and the heat lost through radiation using the Stefan-Boltzmann Equation.  
 
The system‟s steady-state temperature is thus calculated using Equation (4.21): 
 
  ̇   ̇      
  (4.21) 
 
Equation (4.21) can then be rearranged to get the steady-state surface temperature, providing a 
conservative estimate for the highest surface temperature possible: 
 
    √
 ̇   ̇ 
  
 
 (4.22) 
 
This model provides a conservative upper limit estimate for the aeroshell‟s surface 
temperature as the heat load is assumed to be the stagnation point heat flux applied over a 
sufficiently long time such that a steady-state temperature can be reached.  
 
Material Selection  
Material candidates considered were aluminium, steel, and reinforced carbon-carbon (RCC). 
These materials offer a diverse range of benefits and drawbacks and show which material 
properties are ideal for TPS design. The main material properties under consideration were 
density, cost, thermal product, strength, emissivity, and thermal diffusivity. The thermal 
diffusivity, α, of a material is given by Equation (4.23).  
 
   
 
  
 (4.23) 
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Table 9: Material Properties 
 RCC Aluminium Stainless Steel 
Density,   
(kg/m
3
) 
1450 2700 7900 
Specific Heat,   
(J/kg/K) 
700 860 500 
Conductivity,   
(W/m/K) 
5 250 18 
Thermal 
Product, √    
(J/m
2
/K/s
0.5
) 
2.3e3 2.4e4 8.4e3 
Emissivity, ε 0.95 0.1 0.15 
Thermal 
Diffusivity, α 
(m
2
/s) 
4.93e-6 1.08e-4 4.56e-6 
   
The theoretical steady-state surface temperatures for each material are shown in Table 10.  
 
Table 10: Steady State Temperature Estimates (RN = 0.087 m) 
 Surface Temperature (K) 
Velocity 
(km/s) 
Heat Load 
(W/cm
2
) 
RCC (ε=0.95) Steel (ε=0.15) Aluminium (ε=0.1) 
12.4 7478.8 6104.2 9683.7 10716.7 
13 8912.1 6377.8 10117.6 11196.9 
15 14962.4 7259.8 11516.8 12745.4 
16 18540.3 7659.5 12150.9 13447.2 
 
Of the four candidates, RCC outperformed its competitors due to its high emissivity. RCC is 
also an extremely light material which is beneficial for aerospace applications.  
 
Non-Dimensional Internal Temperature Profile  
In order to determine a minimum aeroshell thickness, an approach was used that looked at the 
non-dimensional internal temperature profile of the aeroshell. This model can be used to 
determine the circumstances under which a heat pulse arrives at the aeroshell‟s inner wall. 
  
The system‟s surface temperature boundary condition utilised the steady-state surface 
temperature calculated previously. The inner temperature boundary condition was set to 293 
K. This was based on the fact that most electrical systems have a small operational 
temperature window (failure often occurring at around 40°C). A maximum operating 
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temperature equal to 20°C (~ 293 K) was selected as an appropriate boundary condition as it 
should account for most electrical components and ensure a conservative solution will be 
obtained.   
 
The temperature ratio of the aeroshell is given by Equation (4.24): 
 
 
  
  
    ( (  ) )  √       (  ) (4.24) 
 
Using the conservative steady state temperature of roughly 7,660 K, the aeroshell temperature 
ratio could be calculated: 
  
  
 
    
     
        
 
The error function (erf) for a given x
*
 value can be calculated either using an error function 
table or by using the approximation given by Equation (4.25): 
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The complementary error function (erfc) value is then obtained using Equation (4.26): 
 
     (  )       (  ) (4.26) 
 
An algorithm was developed using Python which calculates the complementary error function 
value for a given x
*
 as well as the corresponding temperature ratio. Through some trial and 
error, the following inputs and outputs were produced: 
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Table 11: Calculated Values for Internal Temperature Profile Model 
Model 
Parameter 
Value 
x
* 
1.29 
erf(x
*
) 0.929 
erfc(x
*
) 0.0703 
Tx/Ts 0.035 
 
The calculated temperature ratio of 0.035 is marginally lower than the desired ratio of 0.0383 
but appropriately serves as a conservative approximation.  
 
An arbitrary time parameter of 10 seconds was selected. The minimum aeroshell thickness 
can then be calculated using Equation (4.27): 
 
      √   (4.27) 
 
For a sustained surface temperature of ~ 7,660 K over 10 seconds, an aeroshell of RCC would 
need to be approximately 18 mm thick. Aeroshell thicknesses for various times are tabulated: 
 
Table 12: Minimum Aeroshell Thickness for Given Heating Times 
Peak Heating 
Time (s) 
Aeroshell 
Thickness 
(mm) 
10 18 
30 31 
60 44 
90 54 
120 62 
  
The initial aeroshell design was a simple sphere shape that houses the 1U CubeSat electronics. 
It was found that this geometry would require a similar material volume to manufacture its 
aeroshell as a truncated-sphere design would. As such, the spherical design was selected over 
the truncated-sphere for its manufacturability. From the calculations here, the resultant sphere 
would have a diameter of 21 to 30 cm. This can be compared to the preliminary analysis of 
spherical design for the RED-Data2 which resulted in a 19 cm diameter sphere, as shown in 
Table 1. As this experiment looks at a substantially higher re-entry velocity than the RED-
Data2, it can be concluded that the geometry proposed here should be valid.        
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Figure 21: Truncated Sphere (left) and Spherical (right) Aeroshell Concept 
 
 
Figure 22: Spherical Aeroshell Concept with Increased Thickness 
 
Squaring off the base of the sphere to remove redundant material resulted in the following 
geometry:   
 
 
Figure 23: Spherical Aeroshell with Flat Base 
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Further squaring of the structure saw significant redundant material removed, allowing the 
overall size of the aeroshell to be reduced. This design is similar to the QARMAN CubeSat 
re-entry experiment.  
 
Figure 24: Aeroshell Design Concept 
 
At this point, the nose radius is essentially independent of the rest of the capsule‟s geometry. 
As such, it is appropriate to increase the nose radius, flattening the aeroshell‟s nose structure 
and reducing the capsule‟s size. Increasing the nose radius would reduce the net heat flux and, 
in effect, the minimum required thickness of the TPS.  
 
The design proposed here does not meet the dimensional restrictions of a CubeSat and is 
therefore not qualified to be launched as part of a CubeSat program. Future design reviews 
should attempt to reduce the aeroshell dimensions such that it qualifies for CubeSat missions. 
As stated earlier, the two options for this are a direct ballistic launch trajectory or an orbital 
trajectory with a kick stage. Piggybacking with other CubeSats would make the project more 
feasible overall.  
 
 
Figure 25: Future Concept Design (units in cm) 
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A more detailed thermal analysis would be required to determine whether the proposed TPS is 
sufficient.  
 
 
4.4 Aerodynamic Stability  
 
The static stability of each flight capsule depends on the locations of its centre of gravity (CG) 
and centre of pressure (CP). If the CG is ahead of the CP (further towards the front of the 
flight capsule) then the flight vehicle should be statically stable. If the CG is aft of the CP, the 
flight vehicle is statically unstable. If the CG is situated at the same location as the CP along 
the flight vehicle‟s length then the vehicle is neutrally stable.  
 
In order to ensure that the re-entry capsules are statically stable, a form of ballast could be 
placed behind the nose of the aeroshell, towards the front of the vehicle. Dense material with 
a high heat capacity could simultaneously act as CNT-rad sensor housing, a heat sink, and 
ballast. Other design considerations include arranging the internal hardware in such a way that 
the CG is pushed towards the fore of the capsule or trimming the aeroshell towards the aft of 
the capsule to achieve the same effect. Exact determinations of the static and dynamic 
stability of the proposed capsule design are not explored within this report and are beyond the 
scope of this project. 
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5 Fleet-Based Approach  
 
To determine the feasibility of a fleet of sub-scale capsules, consideration must be given to 
performance and cost estimates. The performance can be estimated through a reliability 
analysis while the cost can be approximated using rough comparisons to past projects of a 
similar nature.  
 
 
5.1 Reliability 
 
The reliability is determined by considering a general probabilistic model based on the failure 
rates of past experiments of similar design and nature to the proposed experiment here. As 
such, the accuracy of a reliability estimate found in this way can always be improved through 
larger data sampling and the use of different analysis techniques. For this high-level concept 
review, the probabilistic model should be sufficient for initial reliability estimates.  
 
Parallels can be drawn between satellites and re-entry capsules. They use largely the same 
space-grade electronic components and both require well-engineered thermal protection 
systems. They also experience equivalent G-forces and vibrational loads when being launched 
into space. This is possibly the highest force and vibrational loading that they may experience 
in their service lifetime. As such, the reliability values used herein are based on statistical 
models of CubeSat reliability. This assumption should be reasonable because it was proposed 
that the internal hardware can be commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) CubeSat components.   
 
 
5.1.2 Launch 
 
A reliability model that estimates the likelihood of failure of a CubeSat was used to predict 
the reliability of the components of a small-scale re-entry capsule as the electronic system was 
largely constructed using off-the-shelf CubeSat components. Using a data pool of 96 CubeSat 
projects, Kaminskiy (2015) was able to develop a reliability model for CubeSats based on the 
mass of the structure and the duration of the satellite‟s mission. The reliability data was 
obtained through correspondence with teams that had worked on CubeSat projects, adding the 
reported failures and successes to a CubeSat Failure Database (CFD). 
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The probability of a successful launch for a CubeSat was estimated to be approximately 0.646 
but a 60% lower confidence limit of 0.628 was also provided (Kaminskiy, 2015). For the 
purposes of this project, the more conservative lower estimate of 0.628 would be most 
appropriate. 
     
While this provides a rough estimate of the launch survival rate of a CubeSat, owing to the 
increased stress and vibrational loads, the proposed 3-stage launch to a ballistic trajectory 
would likely incur a higher failure rate of the capsules carrying CubeSat components. It was 
assumed that the successful launch rate of 0.628 is appropriate for this study.   
 
 
5.1.3 Mission Duration 
 
Through analysis of the data, several models that predict a CubeSat‟s reliability over its 
mission duration were developed. The proposed Weibull model will be considered here. The 
Weibull model was given as: 
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Substituting Equation (5.1) into (5.0), the overall reliability of a CubeSat can be approximated 
as: 
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One very important feature of this model to note is that as the overall mass of the nano-
satellites decreases, the reliability increases. This is quite counterintuitive as larger and more 
expensive satellites have historically been shown to be more reliable than medium or small 
satellites (Saleh & Castet, 2011). One justification for this finding is that the lighter nano-
satellites usually have fewer parts or are less complex in design; more complex designs can 
lead to more potential for some components failing. CubeSats are designed with the express 
intention of quickly creating cheap satellites that have few or no in-built redundancy 
measures. Larger satellites usually have in-built redundancies, should something go wrong, as 
more resources are put into its development. Larger satellites also have high development 
costs because they are often tested rigorously prior to launch for the early detection of 
problems and to ensure they will be less likely to fail. 
 
The Apollo 4 mission took approximately 9 hours in total whereas the FIRE II mission took 
almost 30 minutes to complete its trajectory. The higher 9 hour duration provides a 
conservative estimate of a successful mission that takes an orbital trajectory to kick-stage. 
Substituting the 9 hour flight duration into Equation (5.2), a 1 kg capsule would have a flight 
reliability of 0.95 or 95%. For comparison, according to the von Karman Institute for Fluid 
Dynamics, the QARMAN experiment was expected to spend approximately 1 month in orbit 
before commencing re-entry, resulting in a reliability estimate of 0.66 or 66%.  
 
 
5.1.4 Atmospheric Entry Phase 
 
Another aspect of the experiment that must be considered is the re-entry phase itself. In order 
to estimate the probability of success here, two small samples of past entry experiments were 
looked at. The data samples are not very exhaustive as they draw from information on 
relatively well-known programs.  
 
The flight experiments that are examined are similar to the proposed experiment. In order to 
develop a simple probabilistic model, the failure rate of atmospheric entry capsules during the 
entry phase was estimated. It should be noted that the samples are small and a more accurate 
statistical model can be produced through a deeper analysis and with an increased sample 
size.  
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It is assumed that each experiment had a successful launch and pre-entry flight and that the 
failures to acquire atmospheric entry data occurred during the re-entry phase. There is also no 
consideration given to the differences between certain variables like recoverable vs non-
recoverable designs, means of data acquisition, or mission year. A sample of large capsules 
(cross-sectional diameter > 1 m) was compared against a sample of small capsules (cross-
sectional diameter < 1 m). The information in Table 13 is based on the mission descriptions 
by Wright, Milos, and Tran (2006) in their analysis of after-body heating data. Primary 
consideration was given to the data acquisition aspect of flight missions.     
 
Table 13: Atmospheric Entry Outcome for Large Capsules 
Case 
No. 
Experiment 
Name 
Flight Test 
Outcome 
Velocity (km/s) 
1 Big-Joe Unsuccessful 6.3 
2 MA-2 Successful 5.5 
3 MA-5 Successful 7.4 
4 MA-7 Successful 7.4 
5 MA-8 Successful 7.4 
6 GT-1 Unsuccessful - 
7 FIRE I Unsuccessful 11.5 
8 GT-2 Successful 7.4 
9 GT-3 Successful 7.4 
10 FIRE II Successful 11.3 
11 GT-4 Successful 7.4 
12 AS-201 Successful 7.7 
13 AS-202 Successful 8.3 
14 Apollo 4  Successful 10.7 
15 Apollo 6 Successful 9.6 
16 Re-entry F Successful 6.0 
17 Viking I Successful 4.5 
18 Viking II Successful 4.5 
19 Galileo Unsuccessful 47.4 
20 Pathfinder Unsuccessful 7.5 
21 MIRKA Unsuccessful 7.6 
22 ARD Unsuccessful 7.5 
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Table 14: Atmospheric Entry Outcome for Small Capsules 
Case 
No. 
Experiment 
Name 
Flight Test 
Outcome 
Velocity (km/s) 
1 REBR 1 Successful 7.6 
2 REBR 2  Unsuccessful 7.6 
3 REBR 3 Successful 7.6 
4 REBR 4 Successful 7.6 
5 RED-Data2 
Capsule 1 
Unsuccessful 7.7 
6 RED-Data2 
Capsule 2 
Unsuccessful 7.7 
7 RED-Data2 
Capsule 3 
Unsuccessful 7.7 
8 MIRKA 2 Successful - 
9 I-Ball Successful - 
  
An appropriate reliability estimate of a vehicle is given by analysing the reliability of several 
similar vehicles. Owing to this, the success rates of the two samples can be used to reasonably 
estimate the reliability of a large capsule and a small capsule during atmospheric entry.   
 
Hypothesis Testing 
Hypothesis testing can be used to demonstrate whether or not there is a statistically significant 
difference in the reliability of the sample groups of large and small capsules.  
 
The mean reliability of the large entry capsules is: 
   
  
  
       
The mean reliability of the small entry capsules is: 
   
 
 
       
Ideally, a correlation between size and failure rate would be determined. For this to occur, 
large samples and significantly different patterns would be needed. To determine whether or 
not there is sufficient statistical evidence to differentiate between the success rates of the two 
sample groups, a null hypothesis test was conducted.   
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The null hypothesis assumes that there is no variation between the means of the two sample 
groups, i.e.: 
 
                                                      
       
           
 
The alternative hypothesis states that there is sufficient statistical evidence present to show 
that the mean success rates are in fact different, i.e.: 
 
                                                   
           
 
Binomial Proportion Test (N-1 Two Proportion Test) 
This hypothesis test can be used to determine whether or not two samples have sufficient 
evidence to contradict each other. In this case, the null hypothesis assumes that there is no 
discrepancy between the mean success rates of the samples of large and small atmospheric 
entry capsules.  
 
A point estimate is given by Equation (5.3): 
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The standard error is given by Equation (5.4): 
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The two-tailed test statistic is used to check the null hypothesis: 
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A 95% confidence requires a Z* value outside the range of [-1.96, 1.96] on a two-tailed 
normal distribution. Since the Z* value of 0.660 falls between -1.96 and 1.96, the null 
hypothesis cannot be rejected.  
 
This result is also shown with the p-value. A two-tailed Z* value of 0.660 coincides with the 
following p-value: 
  
         
 
The 95% confidence requires a p-value lower than 0.05. Since the p-value is much greater 
than 0.05, the null hypothesis cannot be rejected with any degree of certainty.   
 
Since the p-value is significantly larger than the α term of 0.05, the null hypothesis was not 
rejected and, thus, it can be assumed that there is no statistically significant variation in 
reliability between differently sized entry capsules based on the data  presented. It is therefore 
shown that there is insufficient evidence here to demonstrate that the success rate is 
significantly higher for larger vehicles during the re-entry phase. This is expected to change if 
more re-entry cases are considered as the null hypothesis test does not necessarily mean that 
the alternative hypothesis is true, just that there is a lack of statistically significant evidence to 
reject the null hypothesis.  
 
At this point, based on the sample groups, it can only be assumed that there is no correlation 
between the overall size of the capsule and its probability of success. Other variables may 
need to be considered too in future statistical models.  
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5.1.5 Probabilistic Model 
 
Atmospheric Entry Capsules 
The experiment can be divided into three main phases: the launch phase, the flight phase, and 
the re-entry phase. In order for an experiment to be considered successful, all three phases 
would need to be successful.  
 
The probability of success can be viewed as a successful launch and a successful atmospheric 
entry. The success rate during the atmospheric entry phase was chosen to be the lower 
estimate of 0.556 which is based on the sample of past small entry experiments.   
Table 15: Assumed Probabilities for Various Mission Stages 
Criterion P(Success) 
Successful 
Launch 
~ 0.628 
Successful 
Flight 
~ 0.95 
Successful 
Re-entry 
~ 0.556 
 
The average probability of the capsule surviving a launch can be given as: 
 ( )        
The probability of capsule surviving a flight of up to 9 hours on the condition that it had 
survived the launch is given as the conditional probability: 
 ( | )       
The estimated probability of a capsule successfully obtaining data given that it had survived 
the flight phase is shown as the conditional probability: 
 ( | )        
Therefore, the probability of at least one test successfully obtaining high utility data 
(assuming its DAS is designed well enough) after also surviving the launch: 
 (     )   ( | ) ( | ) ( ) 
 (     )                         
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It can therefore be concluded that the probability of having an unsuccessful test is 0.668 as a 
successful test is only the case where the launch, flight, and re-entry events were successful.  
As a 33.2% chance of obtaining data is insufficient, more capsules need to be added to the 
fleet. A model that shows the probability of all capsules failing for a given fleet size, n, is 
given as: 
 (                 )   (       )  (   (       ))
 
        
For a 95% chance of having at least one capsule acquiring adequate data, the fleet would 
require 8 test capsules. This result yields a 5% chance of having no successful capsules.  
 
The minimum fleet size that would results in at least 3 successful tests is calculated as: 
 
 (  )   ( )   ( )   ( ) 
 
Knowing that the probability of 0 successes is essentially the probability of all capsules 
failing: 
 
 ( )   (       )         
 
Knowing that the probability of 1 success is the probability of having exactly 1 success and 
the rest failures but that there are also n possible arrangements for this case as the 1 successful 
capsule could be any of the fleet: 
 
 ( )     (       )   (       )                     
 
The probability of having 2 successes is the probability of two successful cases and all the 
rest being failed cases. It was found that the possible number of arrangements for a fleet of n 
capsules is given as the n
th
 triangular number (so for n=1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 there are 0, 1, 3, 6, 10, 
15 possible arrangements of the two successful cases): 
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Summing these together gives the probability that less than 3 capsules will survive.  
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A scientific experiment typically requires 3 tests to ensure the results are valid. Owing to this, 
a fleet size needs to be established that will conservatively yield a 95% chance of having at 
least 3 capsules obtaining useable data. Conversely, the fleet size required to produce a 5% 
chance or less of yielding fewer than 3 successful capsules can be given. Using this method, a 
fleet size of 17 would be needed to give a 95% chance of having at least 3 cases of successful 
data acquisition.  
 
Telemetry Small-Satellite Systems 
For the fleet-based approach to effectively circumvent single-points-of-failure, a similar 
approach must be taken with the telemetry communication system. It was noted that ground-
based telemetry is not a feasible solution for a fleet of non-recoverable re-entry capsules due 
to communication blackout. As such, the capsules‟ telemetry must allow them to relay their 
data towards their wake region where the barrier of ionised gas is not as prevalent. To 
accomplish this, the telemetry receiver would have to be a satellite system.  
 
To avoid a single-point-of-failure with the telemetry receiver, a small fleet of telemetric 
satellites can accompany the fleet of re-entry capsules. This can be feasibly accomplished 
with nano-satellites such as CubeSats. Following the same approach as the fleet of capsules, a 
fleet of 4 CubeSats would be required in order to have a 95% chance of at least one launching 
successfully and functioning for the duration of the 8 hour mission. 
 
Total Mission Reliability  
The entire mission‟s probability of success is the probability of both the re-entry capsules and 
the telemetry small-sats being successful. The entire mission would then have an estimated 
90.25% chance of success.  
 
 
5.1.6 Model Validity  
 
If possible, null hypotheses could be postulated to determine whether there is an improvement 
in re-entry vehicle reliability by increasing overall size or by using more modern designs 
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(technology). As there has historically been very few re-entry flight experiments conducted, a 
suitable database cannot be developed. Therefore, the assumption has to be made that the re-
entry vehicle reliability during the re-entry phase is essentially invariant between differently 
sized vehicles. Of course, this assumption would likely be shown to be invalid with more 
data.   
 
This model‟s validity can be confirmed by comparing it to the performance of satellite 
structures. Analysis of small, medium, and large satellites found that there is little variation in 
reliability between small (0-500 kg) and large (>2500 kg) satellites but that medium (500-
2500 kg) sized satellites tend to have a slightly higher reliability than both (Saleh & Castet, 
2011). Several theories are given in the text as to why this occurs but there still remains a 
great deal of uncertainty.   
 
It is noted that small satellites tend to experience more failures during the early stages of 
deployment, with most of their failures occurring during their infancy. The main reasons for 
this are given by Saleh and Castet (2011) as being largely due to the low budgets and shorter 
lead times which result in less preliminary testing, and thus disallowing pre-launch flaws to 
be detected. Smaller satellites also tend to utilise commercial off-the-shelf parts which may 
further reduce reliability. There are also fewer redundancies implemented in smaller satellites 
as well. The differences in reliability are so small, however, that they may be considered to be 
invariant. 
 
It has to be assumed that the Kaplan-Meier reliability model is reasonably accurate and can 
serve as a conceptual analogue to re-entry vehicle design.  
 
Table 16: Initial Reliability Estimates for Different Sizes of Satellite (Saleh & Castet, 2011) 
Satellite Size 
Initial Reliability 
Estimate 
Small 0.974 
Medium 0.996 
Large 0.996 
    
This shows a reliability decrease of approximately 2.2%. After the initial deployment period, 
the reliability looks very similar between differently sized satellites. An increase in mean-
time-between-failures can be observed during the later stages of satellite deployment where 
wear begins to be a significant factor. However, wear-out is more prevalent in large satellites.  
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This phenomenon of high failure in the infancy of small-satellite deployment is reflected in 
the probabilistic model presented in this report whereby the high death-on-arrival rate of 
CubeSats is used in the reliability model. The actual flight phase of the re-entry is assumed to 
see differences in reliability between small and large capsules that are so minute, they can be 
neglected. Wear-out can be reasonably ignored for this design review as the entry capsules are 
not designed for longevity.  
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6 Discussion 
 
The analytical models used in the designing of the re-entry capsules required several 
simplifying assumptions to be made. In order to ensure the calculations were still valid, 
conservative parameters were implemented wherever possible. Comparison of the proposed 
design to past missions demonstrates the validity of the analysis techniques that were used.   
 
The non-recoverable nature of the capsules works well with the objective of developing a 
relatively large fleet of them without investing too many resources. It is evident that there is 
great interest within the scientific community to build inexpensive sub-scale probes. 
Unfortunately, there have not been many successful attempts yet. This is reflected in the small 
data sample that consisted of only 9 recorded missions. This alone brings the entire 
probability model into question as an overly small sample size can mean the model is invalid.  
 
Consideration also needs to be given to the validity of the assumptions of drawing parallels 
between CubeSats and the proposed re-entry vehicles as well as the assumption of the 
duration of the mission. The mission concept assumed three stages: launch, 9 hour orbital 
transit plus kick-stage, and re-entry. There is little validity to the assumption of a 9 hour 
transit, other than the fact that a mission, namely the Apollo 4, similarly utilised an orbital 
trajectory with a kick-stage and the mission duration is noted to have been just less than 9 
hours. Removing this aspect from the probability study would only increase the estimated 
success rate. As such, it was included in the analysis so that a more conservative estimate 
could be presented. A more exhaustive analysis of potential mission duration is needed as 
well as investigation into the survival rate of a re-entry capsule during a kick-stage.    
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7 Conclusion 
 
It was found that, given a specific set of flight parameters, a sub-scale re-entry capsule can be 
developed. The proposed design made several simplifying assumptions but it generally 
appeared to match the sizing of other small-scale probes, demonstrating that the assumptions 
that were made are somewhat valid. Recommendations for future consideration were given to 
perhaps optimise the geometry even further. Computational Fluid Dynamics analysis of the 
proposed geometry may be required.   
 
The proposed launch method was initially a 2 or 3 stage rocket. The 3 stage rocket was 
assumed to be more realistic estimate. However, the preliminary calculations ignored several 
key features, indicating that a real launcher may require 4 or more stages to achieve the 
desired flight. This method is far too impractical as the complexities associated with adding 
rocket staging are extremely resource-intensive. A suggestion for future work was to 
investigate the feasibility of meeting the velocity requirement using an orbital trajectory with 
a kick-stage. An alternative recommendation was to focus on a slower trajectory such as the 
13 km/s flight that replicates a Mars return mission.  
 
Through statistical analysis, it was shown that it is feasible to utilise a fleet of inexpensive 
small-scale re-entry capsules. Based on the reliability model used here, a fleet of 8 to 17 
capsules would be recommended. Future work can look to have the reliability model refined 
by increasing the data samples and separating out certain variables. This may enable the 
general reliability of capsules to be determined based on variables like size, mass, and entry 
velocity. Many factors that may affect reliability were not considered in this project, such as 
force and vibrational loading experienced by the re-entry vehicles.  
 
Future work on the general experiment should involve a detailed description of the proposed 
trajectory, perhaps with a numerical simulation tool, as this would enable a more accurate 
heating environment to be predicted. The re-entry capsules would also require a completed 
design of the internal hardware. This would include detailed sensor layout, telemetry system, 
and support structure/chassis. If a low-level design review begins, then detailed cost estimates 
should be provided. Stress and vibrational analysis would be required as well as the 
survivability of the internal hardware can be reduced significantly if proper measures are not 
taken.       
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9 Appendix 
 
Tauber-Sutton Table of radiative heating functions, f(V) 
V (m/s) f(V) 
9,000 1.5 
9,250 4.3 
9,500 9.7 
9,750 19.5 
10,000 35 
10,250 55 
10,500 81 
10,750 115 
11,000 151 
11,500 238 
12,000 359 
12,500 495 
13,000 660 
13,500 850 
14,000 1,065 
14,500 1,313 
15,000 1,550 
15,500 1,780 
16,000 2,040 
 
